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' weapons and oppression yields to the variery and multipricity of life.
Equality berween the sexes is merely the mask with which woman,s
inferiority is disguised.

This is the stand of those who, being different, wanr to effect a total
change in the culture that has held them prisoners.

Ve have realized not only the fact of our oppression, but the
alienation generated in the world by our imprisonment. There is not
one single reason left for woman to accept man's objectives.

At this new stage of consciousness woman rejects the levers both of
equality and of difference, as a dilemma imposed upon her by male
power. she claims that no human being or group should either define
themselves or be defined in terms of another human being or group.' lvoman's oppression is the outcome of thousands of years; capital-
ism has rather inherited than produced it. The development of private
properry expressed an imbalance between the sexes in the need of each
man to hold power over each woman, while the power relationships
among men were being defined. To interpret our destiny up till now
on a purely economic basis is to make recourse to a mechanism whose
primary cause is still ignored. ve know that the instincts of human
beings are typically oriented according to the satisfaction they may or
may not achieve in their relationship with the orher sex. Historical
materialism misses the emotional element which lay behind the
transition to private property. It is there that we shall look in order to
identify the archetype of property, rhe very first object conceived by
man: the sexual obiect. By discarding his first prey from manis
unconscious, woman can unblock the origins of pathological posses-
siveness.

sTomen reahze the political connecrion between Marxist-Leninist
ideology and their sufferings, needs, aspirations. But they do not
believe that women are secondary, a consequence of the revolution.
They question the idea that rheir cause should be subordinated to the
class problem. They cannot accept that the struggle be set in terms
which pass over their heads. t. . .l

subsuming the feminine problem to the classist conception of the
rmaster-slave struggle is an historical mistake. In fact, this conception
comes out of a culture which dismissed the essential discrimination of

, httmankind, i.e. man's absolute privilege over woman; it creates a new
1 perspective only for men, as it poses the problem only in their terms.r subordination to the classist perspective means for woman the
acceptance of terms borrowed from a slavery quite different from her
osrn; terrns which actually witness to her misrepresentation. '\tr?'oman

, is oppressed as I wofii'nr at all social levels; not is a class, but as a sex.
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This gap in Marxist theory is no accident, nor would it be filled by
suetching the concept of class to make room for women as a new class.
Vhy has it been overlooked that women play a part in the productive
process through their work in reproducing labour-power within the
family? And that their exploitation in the home is an essential function
of the accumulation of capital? By trusting all hopes of a revolutionary
future to the working class, Marxism has ignored women' both as
oppressed people and as bearers of the future. Its revolutionary theory
was developed within the framework of a patriarchal culture.

Let us consider the man*woman relationship in Hegel, the philo-
sopher who saw the slave as the driving moment of history. He
rationalized pauiarchal control most subtly of all within the dialectics
of a divine feminine principle and a human masculine principle. The
former presided in the family, the latter in the community. 'Vhile the
community takes sustenance only by destroying the happiness of the
family and by dissolving self-consciousness in universal self-
consciousness, it produces, in that which oppresses and which is at the
same time essential for it * in other words in femininity in general - its
inner enemy' ('Spirit' fromPhenomenolog of the Mind). Voman never
goes beyond the stage of subiectivity. She recognizes herself in her
relations by blood and by marriage, and thus remains immediately
universal. She lacks the necessary premises for leaving the family
ethos and for achieving the self-conscious force of universality through
which man becomes a citizen. Her condition, which is the consequ-
ence of her oppression, is treated by Hegel as its cause. The difference
between the sexes is used to form the natural metaphysical basis both
for their opposition and for their reunification. Iflithin the feminine
principle Hegel locates an a priori passivity in which the proofs of
male domination disappear. Patriarchal authority has kept women in
subjection, and the only value recognized as belonging to them is their
being able to accept it as their own nature.

In accordance with the whole uadition of western thought, Hegel
sees lryoman as, by nature, confined in one particular stage, which is
given as much resonance as possible, but at which no man would ever
choose to be born.

But the feminine, as the'eternal irony of the community',laughs at
the aging thinker who is indifferent to any pleasure and only cares for
the universal. It turns to the young and finds an accomplice to share
this scorn. Beyond the divine law which woman is meant to incarnate,
beyond her duty to household gods, beyond the fine gestures from
Greek uagedy with which she ascends from the depths of hell to the
light of existence, woman reveals an attitude which would have


